
Introduction
 • Upper limb spasticity (ULS) varies over time, in its severity and pattern of 

muscles affected.1 

 • The Upper Limb International Spasticity (ULIS) programme is a series 
of international observational studies evaluating clinical practice and 
botulinum toxin A (BoNT-A) use in ULS management. ULIS aims to: 

 – Describe real-life clinical practice.

 – Develop a common approach to outcome measurement.

 –  The diversity of individual treatment goals poses a challenge for 
outcome evaluation.2,3

 • Goal attainment scaling (GAS) is a well-established, person-centred 
outcome measure in ULS;3–5 however, this approach can be time-
consuming and standardised measures must be collected alongside.6

 • ULIS-II2 confirmed the feasibility of GAS using the GAS-Light method6 
after a single BoNT-A injection cycle. 

 • ULIS-III will use a structured approach to GAS (GAS – Evaluation of 
Outcome for Upper Limb Spasticity [GAS-eous]) alongside standardised 
measures (Upper Limb Spasticity [ULS] index) to capture outcomes. 
Integrated spasticity management and decision-making over multiple 
treatment cycles will be described. 

Overview of ULIS-III methodology
Objectives
 • To assess patient-centred and function-related goal attainment following 

repeated BoNT-A injections, alongside integrated ULS management.

 • To evaluate clinical approaches and decision-making in long-term 
spasticity management.

Study design
 • ULIS-III is a 2-year, international, multicentre, observational, prospective, 

longitudinal cohort study.

 – Over 1000 patients are expected to be enrolled at 58 study centres in 
14 countries.

Participants and treatment 
 • Adults (≥18 years) undergoing ULS treatment in whom a decision to 

inject BoNT-A is made prior to enrolment.

 • All treatments are administered according to routine clinical practice for 
the centre.

Outcome measures
 • The ULS index consists of an assessment battery with four main 

components, summarised in Table 1.

 – It incorporates the GAS-eous tool recorded alongside a limited set of 
standard measures, selected according to the chosen goal areas for 
treatment.

 • The GAS-eous is a structured approach to goal attainment scaling:

 – Goals are classified into six main goal areas (Table 1).7

 – SMART goal statements are guided by recommended goal parameters.

 – Goal attainment scaling is implemented using the GAS-Light method.6
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Conclusions
 • ULIS-III evaluates novel approaches for evaluating patient-

centred goal attainment and a structured and consistent 
method of recording longitudinal data over repeated 
botulinum toxin A treatment cycles in real-life upper limb 
spasticity management.

 • Early data suggest this structured approach has helped 
centres improve the quality of goal setting compared with 
ULIS-II.

 • This novel approach may facilitate patient-centred data 
collection, encouraging clinicians to employ goal attainment 
scaling more broadly in real-life practice.

Figure 2. Primary goals classified using the GAS-eous tool (N=236).
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GAS-eous, Goal Attainment Scaling – Evaluation of Outcome for Upper Limb Spasticity.

 • Figure 1 shows an overview of measures for ULIS-III.

 • Global benefits and quality-of-life assessment includes:

 – The Spasticity-Related Quality-of-Life Tool (SQoL-6D) – a six-item 
questionnaire evaluating quality-of-life.

 – Patient engagement in, and satisfaction with, goal setting.

 • The Upper Limb focal Spasticity Therapy Recording Schedule assesses 
healthcare resource utilisation in ULS.

 – Records the type and intensity of physical interventions.

 – Relates concomitant therapy use to specific goal achievement.
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Table 1. Summary of the ULS index.

ULS index Rated by clinician Rated by patient/carer

A.  Severity and 
confounders 
(history and 
examination)

• Demographics 
•  Spasticity 

distribution and 
severity (MAS)

•  Neurological 
impairment (NIS) 
(including soft tissue 
contractures)

B. Goals for treatment GAS-eous tool 
•  Structured goal 

attainment scaling* 
in six main goal 
areas

 

C.  Standardised measures (GAS-eous) – applied according to the chosen 
goal areas for treatment

Goal areas 1–3: Domain 1: Symptoms and impairment

Symptoms (e.g. pain) Numeric pain rating 
scale  
(0–10) 

Involuntary movements Associated reaction 
rating scale 

Contracture 
management

NIS (soft tissue 
contracture subscale)

Goal areas 4–6: Domain 2: Activities and function

Passive function
(caring for the affected 
limb)

ArmA- passive subscale

Active function
(using the affected 
limb)

ArmA- active subscale

Mobility 10-metre walk (speed)

D. Global benefits and quality of life

Goal engagement and 
satisfaction

Goal engagement scale Goal satisfaction scale

Global benefits Global benefit scale  
(–2 to +2)

Global benefit Scale  
(–2 to +2)

Quality of life SQoL-6D

*Rated using the GAS-Light method.5 ArmA, arm activity measure; GAS-eous, Goal Attainment Scaling 
– Evaluation of Outcome for Upper Limb Spasticity; MAS, Modified Ashworth Scale; NIS, Neurological 
Impairment Scale; SQoL-6D, Spasticity-related Quality of Life tool; ULS, upper limb spasticity. 

Table 2. Criteria for quality rating of goal statements.

Rating WHO ICF domain

A Some goal statements contain reference to functional activities  
at the level of disability or participation – may be active or  
passive function

B Goal statements contain reference to impairment only 

C Goal statements contain reference to anatomical structures only

Rating SMART description

++ There is a SMART goal description, sufficiently detailed and 
specific to make accurate GAS rating

+ There is some clear goal description sufficient to support GAS 
rating, but still reliant on subjective interpretation

– No clear goal description

GAS, Goal Attainment Scaling; WHO ICF, World Health Organization International Classification of 
Functioning, Disability and Health; SMART, specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and timed.
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Figure 1. Overview of measures for ULIS-III.

BoNT-A, botulinum toxin A; GAS-eous, Goal Attainment Scaling – Evaluation of Outcome for Upper 
Limb Spasticity.

Results of initial goal evaluation
Recruitment 
 • Recruitment began in January 2015.

 • By 1 November 2015, initial goal-setting data had been collected for 
242 patients across 29 sites in eight countries.

 – Overall, 236 primary goals and 201 secondary goals were set.

 – 88 patients set only a primary goal (37%); 95 patients set one 
secondary goal (40%); and 53 patients set two secondary goals (22%). 

Validation of GAS goal statements
 • The study’s scientific committee rated centres according to the quality of 

their goal statements (Table 2):8

 – 20/28 centres (one site had no data) achieved the highest quality 
rating (A++).

 – Only 25% achieved A++ rating in ULIS-II.8

 – Two countries achieved A++ rating at all sites, while formal  
re-training was required in four countries.

Common goal areas 
 • The most common primary goal areas identified (N=236) are shown in 

Figure 2.
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